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Abstract Due to increasing specialization, silo effects and
literature deluge, researchers are struggling to draw out
general truths and to generate testable hypotheses. This is
especially true when considering the needs of biomedicine.
Medicine faces many challenges, not least the fragmentation
into multiple subspecialist areas, and, at the same time, the
need for cutting-edge research to be interdisciplinary. There
are also issues of communication and understanding between those working at different ‘-omics levels’ and those
working in a myriad of diverse areas including: basic research, translational medicine, clinical care, clinical trials,
epidemiology, public health, clinical guideline development,
evaluation of new drugs and treatments and personalized
medicine. Most importantly, there is a lack of effective
communication between these groups and members of the
general public who seek to become better informed about
their health. Different people have different views, perspectives and information needs relating to the same topic. Text
mining methods can support information access for diverse
groups such as researchers, clinicians, caregivers, patients
and also members of the general public.
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Introduction
Due to their multidimensional nature, diseases such as diabetes present an excellent case study for using sophisticated
analysis of text based on meaning (semantics) [1]. The
understanding of complex diseases such as diabetes requires
the discovery of entities and facts from several domains
including: clinical observation, epidemiology, genomics,
transcriptomics, epigenetics, proteomics and metabolomics
[2]. The evidence required to generate innovative ideas and
hypotheses for use in research, diagnostics and therapy is
often hidden in the text of full articles. This is especially true
in biomedicine where researchers and clinicians have access
to several online textual resources such as abstract or fulltext of scientific literature, clinical data and clinical trial
reports. For example, the US National Library of Medicine’s
PubMed (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/) is a primary search facility for biomedical literature consisting of more
than 22 million citations, and is growing in size by more
than half a million new abstracts every year. In PubMed, a
simple query such as ‘diabetes’ yielded, at the time of
writing, 419,960 results and ‘diabetes AND cardiovascular
risk’ yielded 36,151 results. Unfortunately, current information retrieval engines do not provide rapid and accurate
answers to specific queries [3]. Given the rapid growth of
the literature, there is an urgent need for text mining tools
that improve the accuracy and specificity of information
retrieval and at the same time avoid data overload for users.
Here we present promising new ways to achieve this by
searching based on semantic metadata derived from text
mining technologies.
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Biomedical Text Mining
Given the overwhelming amount of biomedical knowledge
recorded in textual form including full papers, abstracts and
grey literature, there is a need for techniques that can help
users not only to identify relevant knowledge, but also to
extract, manage and integrate this information [4–6]. Some
text mining tools are already available that enrich biomedical papers with semantic annotations for richer querying
and also to extract relations between annotated entities. For
example, it is now possible to identify proteins within text,
and pull out their physical interactions and associations with
disease states, phenotypes and other terms [7, 8]. One can
also expand on and disambiguate biomedical abbreviations,
find their synonyms and map them to manually curated
databases. For example, the acronym ‘APP’ expands to 26
different definitions, such as ‘amyloid precursor protein’,
‘acute phase proteins’, ‘aminopeptidase’ and many others.
Text mining tools such as Acromine1,2 help us to expand
and disambiguate biomedical acronyms, a very prolific type
of synonym creation [9, 10]. In addition, we can create
semantically rich queries over the literature, such as ‘what
activates p53?’ which could provide a more meaningful
search than simply requesting information using the search
term ‘p53 activation’ [10, 11]. Owing to the increasing
volume and rate of scientific publication, it is clear that the
automated processes offered through text mining could be a
major resource facilitating the understanding of the biomedical literature.
However, the plethora of techniques currently available
still focus on textual co-occurrences, using a ‘bag-of-words’
approach and similar shallow techniques, which cannot
provide meaningful relations among entities and terms needed to identify complex relations for disease such as causality
[12]. Text retrieval systems such as NLM’s PubMed permit
only Boolean (AND/OR) combinations of search terms.
Other biomedical text mining systems such as iHOP,3
CiteXplore4 and MedlineRanker5 go a step further than
conventional search systems in that they include protein/
gene recognition and protein–protein interaction extraction,
but they do not use relations or events for searching.
To help elucidate, for example, the roles played by biomolecules in important biological processes and disease,
text mining systems have to tackle the complex problem
of extracting and identifying the context and type of such
relationships. The regulation of biological processes is crucial to control and maintain the life cycles of organisms [12].
A bioprocess may consist of any number of chemical
1

http://www.nactem.ac.uk/software/acromine/
http://www.nactem.ac.uk/software/acromine_disambiguation/
3
http://www.ihop-net.org/UniPub/iHOP/
4
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/citexplore/
5
http://cbdm.mdc-berlin.de/tools/medlineranker/#
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reactions or other types of biological events that may result
in maintenance, changes or transformations of the organism.
Scientists often need to gather scientific evidence of how
potential molecular targets are related, by observation or
intervention, to pathophysiological processes or disease.
Typically, this involves collecting evidence from cell lines,
model organisms and then from clinical samples [13]. However, this process is very expensive and time consuming. To
avoid inefficient and sometimes unnecessary duplication of
work, scientists could first review all prior research activity
in their area of interest to identify the unanswered questions
and the testable hypotheses. Laboratory resources could
then be directed more efficiently to explore those novel
questions.
Text mining results can be either too noisy or too restricted to be useful if they don’t identify the underlying mechanisms of biological processes. Therefore, more advanced
analytical methods are necessary that undertake deeper semantic analysis. Semantic searches incorporate the context
of the search, variation in use of words including synonyms,
concept matching (e.g. mechanisms) and the ability to generate general and specific queries. To achieve these aims,
text miners have developed techniques that automatically
extract events of biomedical relevance pertaining to processes such as protein–protein interactions, and protein–disease
and disease-disease associations from the literature as described above. However, for more advanced systems answering semantic and focused questions, it is essential to
recognize mechanisms relevant to disease (e.g. activate,
phosphorylate, bind, inhibit) as well as named entities (e.g.
protein, disease, metabolites) [14].
In the following sections, we demonstrate how advanced
text analytics that undertake deeper semantic analysis can
support knowledge discovery and hypothesis generation.
The text mining services described here have been developed by the UK’s National Centre for Text Mining, and are
freely available.6

Text Mining Services
Searching Using Semantic Types
KLEIO7 is an advanced information retrieval system that
offers semantic searches across MEDLINE abstracts using
‘semantic metadata’ derived from text mining. Semantic
metadata improve knowledge capture and search by adding
multiple layers of annotation to literature such as named
entities, relations/events but also extralinguistic knowledge,
e.g. causality. Semantic searches are carried out using
6
7

http://www.nactem.ac.uk/services.php
http://www.nactem.ac.uk/Kleio
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Fig. 1 Faceted search using KLEIO

techniques such as ‘named entity recognition’ which automatically detects and marks-up biologically important terms
appearing in text, such as ‘gene’, ‘protein’, ‘disease x’,
‘drug name’ and ‘metabolite name’. To improve the user
experience, KLEIO provides an interactive faceted search
using MEDLINE data based on semantic types. Faceted
navigation allows flexible searching of metadata, and thus
has been adopted by several websites. For example, in
KLEIO, the user can select among different types of semantic queries suggested by the system, using a query builder.
KLEIO delivers rapid responses, based on preindexed semantic types linked to synonyms, highlighting the retrieved
documents along with their semantic types. Synonymy detection is handled using techniques such as ‘term variability’
[15] and ‘normalization’ [16] including ‘acronym detection’
and ‘disambiguation’.
For example, KLEIO will link a generic query such as
‘diabetes’ to different forms of diabetes including ‘insulindependent diabetes mellitus’, ‘type 1 diabetes mellitus’,
‘juvenile-onset diabetes’, ‘type 2 diabetes mellitus’ and
‘non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus’. KLEIO will accept a query such as DISEASE:“diabetes” or a word or its
acronym (e.g. ‘cat’, ‘IL-6’) or a combination of these (e.g.
PROTEIN: IL-6 AND SPECIES: mus musculus). The system then retrieves all the abstracts from MEDLINE that
match the query and it will show the set of ‘facet labels’

(semantic characteristics) that were used to construct the
query (Fig. 1). The interactive navigation of search results
is supported by the original criteria used by KLEIO to
generate the faceted search. Clicking on a facet label causes
a list of ‘semantic types’ or associated Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH) terms to be displayed, in descending
order of frequency of occurrence among the retrieved documents. By clicking on a semantic type or a MeSH term in a
facet, the user can append the type or MeSH term to the
semantic query, and thus narrow down the search over the
current set of retrieved documents. A manageable set of
useful documents can thus be retrieved in a few clicks as
the query is progressively narrowed down.
Whereas PubMed keyword search gives access to 115445
abstracts for the query ‘diabetes AND cardiovascular disease’,
KLEIO provides more focused results for a query ‘DISEASE:"diabetes" AND DISEASE:"cardiovascular disease" AND
MESH HEADING:"risk factors"’ (Fig. 2). In the search
results, each disease name ‘diabetes’ and ‘cardiovascular disease’ is recognized as a specific semantic class, and includes
synonymous expressions such as ‘type 2 diabetes’ (Fig. 3).
Each retrieved document has a link to more detailed
information. When users click the title of the document, an
abstract is shown highlighting the extracted entities and also
providing the metadata of the abstract with links to the
original resources.
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Fig. 2 KLEIO search results

Mining Direct and Indirect Associations
FACTA+8 is a real-time (interactive and online) text-mining
system for finding and visualizing direct and indirect associations between biomedical concepts from MEDLINE
abstracts. The system can be used as a text search engine
like PubMed with additional features to help users discover
and visualize associations between important biomedical
concepts in MEDLINE abstracts retrieved by a query. Information about pair-wise associations between biomedical
concepts, such as genes, proteins, diseases and chemical
compounds constitutes an important part of biomedical
knowledge. It is common for a researcher to ask questions
such as ‘What genes are relevant to diabetes?’ or ‘What
chemical compounds are relevant to diabetes?’ This novel
text mining facility complements biomedical databases by
providing researchers with a convenient way to find the
answers to such questions from the literature.

8

http://refine1-nactem.mc.man.ac.uk/facta-visualizer/

An important feature of FACTA+ is its ability to
discover indirectly associated concepts. Discovering hidden, previously unknown and potentially useful associations between biomedical concepts such as genes and
diseases from the literature is a longstanding goal in
biomedical text mining [17]. For example, in pioneering work,
Swanson [18] and Swanson and Smalheiser [19] hypothesized
the role of fish oil in the clinical treatment of Raynaud’s
disease, combining different pieces of information from the
literature, and the hypothesis was later confirmed by experimental evidence.
More specifically, text mining can generate new hypotheses by discovering indirect associations by combining two
known associations, which are obtained from direct cooccurrence statistics. Text mining can give a probabilistic
interpretation to the strengths of all novel indirect associations, which are ranked in the order of expected information
quantity. For example, a common approach to automatic
discovery of novel hypotheses is to combine two (or more)
known associations, i.e. if concept X is associated with
concept Y, and concept Y is associated with concept Z, then
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Fig. 3 Retrieved articles marked up by semantic types

the potential association between X and Z is considered as a
useful hypothesis unless there is already a known association between X and Z. This approach is often called Swanson’s ABC model approach after his seminal work on
literature-based hypothesis generation. Figure 4 illustrates
this approach in the context of implementing it on FACTA+,
where the user provides a starting query to the system ‘type
2 diabetes’. We call the concepts that are directly associated
with the query pivot concepts, and the concepts that are
indirectly associated with the query through those pivot
concepts target concepts.
Results from FACTA+, can be viewed by users in two
ways: the first presents directly associated concepts (Fig. 4)
and the second indirect (potentially novel) associations
(Fig. 5). The concepts associated with a user query are seen
as colour-coded rectangles grouped into six categories (human genes/proteins, diseases, symptoms, drugs, enzymes
and chemical compounds). Initially, the number of concepts
shown is limited, but more results can be visualized by
applying a pager control. The importance of direct and
indirect associations in relation to a query can be easily
recognized by looking at the size of each rectangle representing a biomedical concept. The rectangles are arranged to

maintain similar aspect ratios to make the rectangles visually recognizable. Users can also focus on a particular set of
categories by using check boxes.
For directly associated concepts, each rectangle has a link
to evidence sentences. When users click a rectangle, options
appear to allow users to make a new search with the concept, or view a retrieved document to show ‘evidence sentences’ with concepts highlighted (Fig. 5).
For extracting indirect associations, pivot concepts cooccurring with the query (e.g. type 2 diabetes) are shown on
the left-hand side, and target concepts co-occurring with the
pivot concepts are shown on the right-hand side. When
users point the mouse cursor on a particular pivot concept,
visual links from the concept to its corresponding target
concepts appear (Fig. 5). Similarly, when users point to a
target concept, links from the concept to its corresponding
pivot concepts appear.
By querying with a disease name such as ‘type 2 diabetes’, other diseases such as ‘squamous cell carcinoma’, ‘lung
cancer’, ‘neuroblastoma’ and ‘skin neoplasms’ are discovered via the pivot concept ‘protein tyrosine phosphatase’.
This result represents a gene/protein that is related to ‘type 2
diabetes’ and that is also linked to other diseases, but these

6

Fig. 4 Visualizing associations related to type 2 diabetes

Fig. 5 Visualizing indirect associations between concepts
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Fig. 6 Semantic search based on knowledge sources

diseases do not necessarily appear together. In this way,
FACTA+ potentially discovers new knowledge, hidden in
the sea of literature.

to this question from the full document collection. The
approach of assisting a search strategy by generating questions matched to sentence retrieval is a promising aid to
researchers.

EvidenceFinder, Europe PubMed Central
Mining Clinical Trials
EvidenceFinder9 developed for Europe PubMed Central10
[20] is a publicly available search system based on 25
million abstracts and more than 2 million full text research
articles for biomedicine. EvidenceFinder was designed for
use in the context of a standard full-text retrieval service,
which automatically suggests questions on the basis of what
has been entered in the search engine’s query field. For
example, questions based on the query ‘type 2 diabetes’
such as ‘what causes type 2 diabetes?’ are automatically
generated by the system. Users can then select one of the
suggested questions (e.g. ‘what treats type 2 diabetes mellitus’, ‘what prevents type 2 diabetes mellitus’, etc.) and
retrieve information (sentences from documents) relevant

Text mining can also support a search strategy that is customized to clinical trials. One such system we have developed aims to address the information overload problem and
to assist the creation of new protocols [21]. Using state-ofthe-art text mining technologies, applied to large clinical
trial collections, users are provided with powerful tools to
narrow down their search.11 Searches can also be conducted
using semantic categories based on knowledge resources
such as UMLS,12 SNOMED CT, etc. (Fig. 6). In addition,
eligibility criteria are displayed that relate to a set of chosen
clinical trials to help researchers in composing new clinical
trials.

9

11

http://labs.europepmc.org/
http://europepmc.org/

10

12

http://www.nactem.ac.uk/clinical_trials/
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
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Concluding Remarks
Text mining has been used to manage the mass of literature
by extracting information from text enabling researchers to
discover, collect, interpret, synthesize, select and organize
(curate) knowledge. Text mining techniques can be applied
in a variety of areas of medicine and can include text types
such as full papers, abstracts, clinical trials and even electronic health records.
Semantic text mining techniques can be customized to
extract semantic types, relations and associations with multifactorial diseases such as diabetes. Currently, such extraction
is being manually conducted by a large group of scientists,
and therefore it is anticipated that text mining will contribute
to the automation of this work.
In this contribution, we have illustrated the potential
benefits of text mining approaches by using the example
of diabetes because it is an important and complex disease
that has multiple aetiologies [22]. Researchers who are
currently struggling to cope with the large amount of complex literature on diabetes could benefit particularly from
the powerful capabilities offered by text mining.
We predict that new technologies such as text mining will
have a positive impact on diabetes research and research
into other complex diseases. This should lead to the more
efficient use of resources, better quality research and ultimately to improved disease prevention and therapy.
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